
 

A Royal Freemasons initiative focussing  
on delivering a better quality of life for 
customers with Dementia.

Royal Freemasons seeks 
your support to buy Therapeutic 
Robot Seals for our dementia 
aged care customers.

These are some of the first therapeutic 
robotic seals to arrive in Australia. They 
will allow the documented benefits of 
animal therapy to be experienced by  
Royal Freemasons customers.  
The purchased baby seals will be part of 
a research study to understand how they 
can improve quality of life for customers 
and caregivers.
The robotic pet has five kinds of sensors: 
tactile, light, audition, temperature, 
and posture sensors, with which it can 
perceive people and its environment.  
By interaction with people, it responds 
as if it is alive, moving its head and legs, 
making sounds, and showing the user’s 
preferred behaviour.

2015 Appeal

PARO Interactive 
Therapeutic Robot Seal

Your donation means a  
great deal to our customers.
No matter how small or large, everyone 
who contributes to the Royal Freemasons 
Therapeutic Robot Seal Appeal  makes  
a big difference to enhancing the lives  
of our customers.  

Please return this completed Royal Freemasons Therapeutic Robot Seal Appeal 2015 Donation slip with your cheque or credit card details completed above.   
Complete your details and mail to the address shown.  You can alternatively phone your Credit Card details to 03 9452 2250.  
All donations are tax deductible and every gift will be personally acknowledged and a receipt provided. 
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The robot provides the benefits of animal 
therapy to people in facilities.  
Some of the benefits are:
• Reduce customer stress and their caregivers
• Stimulates interaction between customers 
   and caregivers
• Psychological effect on customers, improving 
   their relaxation and motivation
• Improves the socialisation of customers  
   with each other and with caregivers
The financial support required to purchase  
the therapeutic robots is just one of the 
initiatives Royal Freemasons has committed  
to in its continuing efforts to help its  
aged care customers.

Name: 

Signature:

Address:

                                                                                              Postcode:

Yes, I/we would like to make a donation to the  
Royal Freemasons Therapeutic Robot Seal Appeal 2015

 $25     $50     $75     $100     Other $ ..............

Tick box   I have enclosed a cheque payable to Royal Freemasons

OR Please debit my  Visa    Mastercard    Amex 

Card No:  _ _ _ _  / _ _ _ _  / _ _ _ _  / _ _ _ _       Expiry Date:  _ _  / _ _
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